
One touch. Two roles.

Neat Pad is a simple and elegant touch screen that you can 

configure as a Zoom Rooms controller for any Zoom Room 

or as a scheduling display for any meeting room. With its 

sleek design, including ideal screen angle for smooth 

interaction and viewing, Neat Pad is purpose-built for 

meeting rooms and beautifully blends in anywhere, whether 

placed on a table, wall or elsewhere. It's always powered up 

and ready for you to leap into action delivering twice the 

elegance.

Simple set-up.

Neat Pad ships with a wall and side mount, so it's easy for 

anyone to install and set up. Use the wall mount to fix 

Neat Pad to your meeting room wall as a controller or 

outside your meeting room as a scheduling display. With 

the side mount, you can secure Neat Pad to the edge of 

your doorframe or mullion. Thanks to just one Power over 

Ethernet cable, Neat Pad is always alert and set to go.

Managed & Supported by Zoom.

Neat removes complexities and threats with our secure, 

single-purpose hardware devices. Our upcoming software 

update will empower you to upgrade everything from your 

Zoom account with just one click. Neat Pad’s built-in 

environmental sensors will also soon provide valuable 

insights directly to the Zoom portal, providing additional 

ways to monitor your meeting spaces. Plus, Zoom is your 

single point of contact for support.

Just works.

Neat Pad’s controller function has two built-in 

microphones and once enabled with an upcoming 

software release, will offer enhanced audio pickup to 

support even larger meeting rooms or when facing away 

from the screen. While Neat Pad’s scheduling function 

displays all events booked in the meeting room, with red 

and green side LED indicators showing the availability of 

the room at any given time.

pad



Neat Pad
8-inch (diagonal) touch screen
Anti-glare, anti-smudge coating
Side LED Indicators
2 microphones for expanded audio capability* 
Wall mount & side mount
Network connection via PoE or WiFi
Optional power injector included
Ultrasonic direct share capability
Zoom Rooms software

7.8 inches
(198 mm)

5 inches
(127 mm)

1.7 inches
(42 mm)

WiFi

Power over Ethernet (PoE)

Power adapter for AC

Ethernet

USB-C 

www.neat.no

Add a scheduler to show meeting events 

from outside any meeting room.

Neat Bar

Camera & system LED

Accelerometer

Secure boot

Zoom Rooms software

Table stand, wall mount and screen mounting hardware

Sensors for temperature, humidity, CO2 and VOC*

4x digital zoom

4056*3040 (12mp) capture resolution

120 degrees horizontal field of view

People video resolution:  Up to 1080p / 30fps

Content video resolution:  720p/60 fps, 1080p / 30fps

Hardware accelerated video encode and decode

Automatic people framing*

3 sensor mics

5 microphones angled in an end-fire array

Dedicated wide-angle ultrasonic tweeter

Beamforming

Echo cancellation

Noise suppression

Tap “Start” for a seamless joining experience

from any Zoom Room.

* Supported in future software update
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